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Defect-free fully coordinated FC structures are well known to be highly stable for a number of materials
exhibiting three-coordinated bonding at the nanoscale e.g., C60. For topologically more complex nanosystems
with higher bonding connectivities the structures and stabilities of the lowest energy FC structures with respect
to low-energy defective isomers are unknown. Herein, we describe a general method to thoroughly search
through the low-energy geometries of only those nanoclusters that possess FC atomic connectivities. As a
pertinent example of our approach we investigate four-connected SiO2, a fundamentally important network-
forming material used in many applications at the nanoscale. Using our method we predict that a structurally
complex stability crossover from defective to FC nanoclusters occurs in SiO2 at a size of 100 atoms. At
variance with previous works, based on constructing FC SiO2 cagelike nanoclusters by hand, we also show that
cagelike clusters are only favored for smaller cluster sizes with dense FC topologies becoming energetically
favored with increasing system size.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.80.035402 PACS numbers: 61.46.Bc, 64.70.Nd, 36.40.Ei
I. INTRODUCTION
Predicting the often complex ways in which terminating
ions and atoms of solids rearrange themselves as to lower the
total energy is of fundamental scientific and technological
importance in understanding materials and how they interact
with their chemical, physical, and biological environments.
Thus far, experimental and theoretical investigations have
primarily concentrated on the structures and properties of the
atomically reconstructed regular surfaces of bulk crystalline
materials. Of rapidly increasing significance, however, is
how the structures of materials with reduced dimensions, of-
ten having ill-defined surfaces, adapt to the confines of the
nanoscale.
Unlike bulk terminations, for nanoscale materials, it is
often difficult to make a clear distinction between surface
and interior components. In fact, in many nanosystems the
majority of the constituent atoms/ions can be considered to
be at or near the terminating boundary of the system and one
thus has to consider the possibility of the whole nanostruc-
ture undergoing an energy lowering reconstruction. In the
ideal case a nanostructure is able to reconstruct into a bonded
topology that is fully coordinated FC i.e., exhibits no dan-
gling bond defects. Experimentally, carbon and boron nitride
are probably the most well known materials to exhibit FC
nanoscale structures; often in the form of FC nanocages.1,2
Theoretical studies of nanoclusters of carbon,3 XN for X
=B, Al, Ga, and I,4 ZnO,5 and ZnS6 provide strong evidence
that the energetic crossover from terminated defective clus-
ters to FC nanocage clusters is quite general in such materi-
als and, moreover, occurs for small cluster sizes 26 at-
oms. For all these materials the nanoscale bonding tends to
be coordinated. Formally, within the subspace of small dis-
crete three-connected networks, the number of possible
structures is strictly limited and FC cages are among the
more likely isomers. For larger sized nanoclusters and on to
the bulk polymorphic phases, however, the above-mentioned
materials increasingly exhibit four-connected tetrahedral or-
dering. The extra degree of freedom in networks that allow
for four bonds per atomic center allows for a significantly
greater number of nanostructure topologies of greater com-
plexity.
In some important materials e.g., Si and SiO2 the ten-
dency for four-connectedness does not just steadily emerge
with increasing system size but is inherently exhibited in the
smallest nanoclusters all the way to the bulk polymorphs.
For such structurally complex systems a number of questions
remain unresolved concerning the following: i the topology
of the lowest energy FC nanoclusters, ii the existence of a
defective-to-FC nanoscale crossover, and iii at what system
size any crossover may occur. Herein we introduce a general
algorithm for finding the low-energy fully reconstructed
forms of directionally bonded discrete nanosystems and em-
ploy it to investigate the challenging and important case of
nanoscale SiO2. Using our methodology we show that as
silica nanoclusters grow in size they increasingly energeti-
cally prefer to adopt complex non-cage-like defect-free FC
structures that we further predict to become the most stable
form of nanosilica beyond a system size of approximately
100 atoms and before the eventual emergence of bulk crys-
talline structures.
In extended systems, periodic four-connected frameworks
may often be physically realized in the bonded atomic struc-
ture of crystalline systems of framework-forming tetrahedral
materials such as the silica-based zeolites. Although approxi-
mately 200 zeolites have thus far been synthesized, ongoing
enumerations of periodic tetrahedral frameworks using their
representation as abstract graphs have yielded many thou-
sands of hypothetical zeolitic structures.7 The mathematical
enumeration of abstract four-connected graphs having no in-
trinsic length scale or coordinate system is relatively rapid
and formally well defined. The often difficult conversion,
however, is from an abstract graph to a realistic three-
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dimensional tetrahedrally coordinated material model, if in-
deed possible at all.8 Another class of techniques for explor-
ing bulk four-coordinated systems is that of bond
transposition BT algorithms,9,10 which are typically applied
to amorphous materials e.g., a-SiO2 and a-GaAs. BT algo-
rithms assume that an ideal amorphous solid, although hav-
ing atoms in noncrystalline positions, should retain the prop-
erty of being FC; a constraint leading naturally to the
continuous random network CRN model.11 As a huge num-
ber of CRN representations of a single material always exist,
BT algorithms attempt to sample CRNs via a Monte Carlo
MC sequence of BT moves. In each accepted BT move a
chosen pair of bonds e.g., A-B and C-D is swapped result-
ing in two new bonds e.g., A-C and B-D and the resulting
new bonded configuration and its environment relaxed. BT
algorithms operate in real space with periodic boundary con-
ditions and thus provide realistic three-dimensional unit cells
without conversion from graph space. Real space periodic
systems, however, implicitly constrain the BT moves to be
kept local as not to produce disruptive long-range configura-
tional changes for which the relaxation may prove to be im-
possible. Although a number of BT move types are
possible,12 the inherent locality constraint necessarily limits
the arbitrariness of the relaxation process and perhaps, de-
pending on the initial atomic positions, may well signifi-
cantly slow down, and even forbid, the attainment of very
low-energy final states.
II. METHODOLOGY
For discrete nanostructures, unlike in the bulk, there is no
periodicity and, in addition to the internal bonding, we must
consider also the shape of the nanocluster and the multifari-
ous ways in which it may terminate itself. Due to these com-
plications a thorough unbiased search of the low-energy
landscape of fully coordinated nanoclusters of tetrahedral
materials is particularly demanding and previous studies
have instead concentrated on construction by hand for vari-
ous systems e.g., Si,13 SiO2,14–16 and TiO217.
Taking inspiration from the graph theoretic and BT ap-
proaches to periodic systems described above we have de-
veloped a MC graph sampling MCGS algorithm specifi-
cally designed to explore the low-energy landscape of
discrete directionally bonded FC nanosystems. The MCGS
method starts by considering directionally bonded nanostruc-
tures as abstract graphs. Given coordinates for all atoms in a
nanostructure the corresponding graph can be defined as fol-
lows: i nodes correspond to atoms, ii for each atom pair
an edge is included in the graph if they are bonded; i.e., the
distance between the two atoms is below a certain threshold.
A FC graph is one where the valency of every node i.e., the
number of edges meeting at that node is equal to the appro-
priate chemical valency of the atom represented by that
node. In the specific case of SiO2N clusters the edges in the
graph correspond to the Si-O bonds and nodes to Si and O
atoms. Further, a graph representation of a FC SiO2N clus-
ter i.e., where all valencies are satisfied is one with alter-
nating nodes of valency two for O nodes and four for Si
nodes. As for graph-based zeolite enumeration8 the most
time-consuming part of the MCGS algorithm is finding an
optimized three-dimensional cluster geometry corresponding
to a particular graph. To avoid excess computation, we thus
first screen the topology of each graph. First, we check if a
graph has split up into disconnected subgraphs, with any
such move rejected. Further, we reject moves to graphs with
any two-connected nodes with both connections to a single
four-connected node as these correspond to non-FC Si=O
terminations. We also reject moves leading to pairs of Si
nodes with three common oxygen bridges as this gives un-
realistic highly strained geometries i.e., a triple oxygen
bridge in the corresponding silica nanoclusters. For the re-
maining graphs we require a corresponding stable atomic
configuration in real space to assess the SiO2N nanocluster
energy. After atomically labeling the nodes of the graph we
use a series of cost functions consisting of various combina-
tions of the following terms: i a bonded harmonic two-body
potential for each pair of connected nodes i.e., Si-O of the
form Vbond=
1
2Krij −R
2
, where rij is the distance between
connected nodes and K and R specify the strength and equi-
librium distance of the potential respectively, ii a harmonic
cosine three-body term between each connected triplet of
nodes i.e., O-Si-O and Si-O-Si, of the form VABA
=
1
2KABAcosABA−cosABA
0 2, where the ABA indices for
the angle ABA and strength parameter KABA relate to the
atom triplets OSiO and SiOSi with equilibrium angles of
109.47° for OSiO
0 and 180° for SiOSi
0 , and iii a nonbonded
Buckingham potential together with electrostatics acting be-
tween all pairs of nodes i.e., Si, O, Si,Si, and O,O that
has been parametrized with respect to the geometries and
energies of small deformed and optimized SiO2N clusters.18
From randomly generated initial coordinates correspond-
ing to the real space positions of labeled nodes in a graph
the system energy is first minimized with respect to the har-
monic bonded two-body terms and three-body terms. Here
the metric-less topology of the graph is converted into a real
space object. Here we found it to be imperative that the
nonbonded atoms are permitted to freely pass through each
other during the optimization significantly reducing the like-
lihood of becoming trapped in an entangled state. The use of
only the connected topology of the graph while ignoring the
complications of other interatomic terms is key to quickly
finding a reasonable initial nanocluster geometry. The result-
ing coordinates from this stage are then fed into a second
optimization where the three-body terms are switched off
while the nonbonded potentials are used to provide repulsion
between the atoms to reduce atomic overlaps and to refine
the geometry without disrupting the connectivity. Finally, a
third stage optimization is performed using only the Buck-
ingham potential and electrostatics. This three-stage cascade
of minimizations provides an efficient means to pass from
graph space to real space. We note that not every graph will
have an energetically stable three-dimensional atomic real-
ization in which case the cascade optimization will lead to a
defective geometry. Such defective geometries are detected
and eliminated from the list of low-energy FC geometries
produced by the algorithm. The MCGS algorithm freely
moves through the space of FC graphs rather than the space
of coordinates using a succession of one or more BT moves.
After each graph is changed the decision to accept the up-
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dated graph employs a Metropolis Monte Carlo criterion19
based on the energy change in the optimized atomic cluster
geometry from the graph at that step, with respect to that of
the previous step. Formally, MC moves between FC graphs
are facile, whereas the corresponding actual nanoclusters will
often be i distant in coordinate space and ii separated by
high energetic barriers. The MCGS algorithm thus permits a
thorough topological exploration of the energy landscape of
reconstructed directionally bonded clusters, stepping through
this space unhindered by the limitations of the usual locality
of BT moves.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As a physically relevant demonstration of our method we
consider SiO2: a prototypical network-forming directionally
bonded material. Silica is increasingly being employed at the
nanoscale as functional nanoparticles, nanofibers, and nano-
scale thin films. Defects within and on the surfaces of such
nanosilica systems are of great importance with respect to
chemical e.g., reactivity and physical e.g., luminescence
properties and their role in performance degradation in some
applications e.g., optics, microelectronics. Very recently,
defect-free supported FC nanoscale films of SiO2 have been
experimentally fabricated showing high reactive stability and
a unique ability to tailor surface adsorption.20 From a theo-
retical perspective FC clusters, due to their finite size yet
bulklike atomic connectivity, have been used as models of
strained silica systems with respect to their reactivity21 and
vibrational spectra.22 Similarly, as their defect-free character
gives rise to a very stable closed-shell electronic structure,
FC nanoclusters have also been used as models for weakly
interacting silica coatings of carbon nanotubes23 and as
building blocks for novel discrete cluster-based silica
polymorphs.24,25
In this study we apply the MCGS method to find the most
stable nonterminating FC SiO2N nanoclusters with increas-
ing size N=12,18,24 and compare them with the proposed
correspondingly sized known defective ground states.26,27
For increased accuracy rather than using energies and struc-
tures directly from the MCGS calculations based on an
empirical potential, we refine the results using density-
functional theory DFT. Specifically, for each size, we
optimize the 20 lowest energy isomers from the MCGS pro-
cedure using the B3LYP hybrid exchange correlation
functional28 and a 6-31Gd , p basis set with no symmetry
constraints, and report the seven lowest energy FC isomers.
We note that although DFT generally provides a significant
improvement in accuracy with respect classical interatomic
potentials in some cases where energetic differences are very
small the true energetic ordering should be established from
higher level theoretical methods and, when available, experi-
ment.
The results see Figs. 1–3 show a rich variety of complex
FC topologies. For N=12 see Fig. 1 the algorithm was
gratifyingly able to find all previously reported FC SiO212
isomers found by manual design and global optimization in a
study searching for viable cluster building blocks.24 In addi-
tion our method found a further FC SiO212 cluster see 1–3
in Fig. 1. We note that the two lowest energy SiO212 FC
isomers 1–1 and 1–2 have all silicon centers with two
single Si-O-Si bond connections to two other silicon atoms
and one further doubly connected oxygen bridge a two-ring
to a third silicon center i.e., these Si atoms have exactly
three next-nearest-neighbor Si atoms—denoted SiT hereaf-
ter. In this way we can consider such FC clusters as analogs
of atomically three-coordinated polyhedral cages, whereby
cluster 1–1 can be viewed as a six-ring prismatic polyhedron
and cluster 1–2 as a truncated tetrahedron.14 In all the fol-
lowing we will describe FC silica clusters with such
SiT-based topologies as cagelike. For N=18 see Fig. 2 the
MCGS method finds that all low-energy isomers are cage-
like. Moreover, we find a cagelike FC structure 2–1 in Fig.
2 that is 0.27 eV lower in total energy than the lowest en-
ergy previously reported SiO218 cagelike construction see
2–2 in Fig. 2 and Ref. 14. In addition, all other low-energy
FC SiO218 isomers are reported and all lower in energy
than the only other reported FC SiO218 cagelike isomer we
could find,29 which was manually constructed by joining two
and three-membered SiOn rings. The results for N=24 are,
however, the most striking, with the MCGS procedure find-
ing six more energetically stable isomers i.e., 3–1 to 3–6 in
Fig. 3 than the most stable previously reported SiO224
cagelike isomer14 see 3–7 in Fig. 3. Of particular note is
the fact that as we go from clusters 3–7 to 3–1 the number of
silicon centers having a cagelike “triply” connected character
tends to decrease: 24 SiT centers for cluster 3–7, 16 SiT cen-
ters for clusters 3–6 and 3–4, 14 SiT centers for clusters 3–5,
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FIG. 1. Color online Structures, symmetries, and total energies
eV /SiO2 of lowest energy SiO212 FC nanoclusters 1–1 to 1–7
relative to the ground state GS.
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3–3, and 3–2, and 12 SiT centers for cluster 3–1. This topo-
logical change is also accompanied by a shift in preferred
cluster morphology, whereby the spherical open cagelike
form of 3–7 progressively gives way to increasingly stable
and increasingly flattened disklike cluster forms. Interest-
ingly, the planar structure of the lowest energy SiO224 disk
3–1 is reminiscent of that found in fully reconstructed SiO2
supported monolayers20 and also similar in form to the likely
defective ground states for SiO2N N24.27 Further, we
note that when considering all known SiO224 isomers the
3–1 SiO224 flattened disk is only marginally higher in en-
ergy than the oxygen-terminated SiO224 global ground
state27 with which it is essentially energetically degenerate
see Fig. 3. This finding strongly suggests that FC silica
cages previously calculated for well over 150 atoms15,16 are
not the most stable FC nanoscale topology for systems of 72
atoms and larger.
Plotting the total energy per SiO2 unit of each of the low-
est energy FC isomers and of the correspondingly sized ter-
minated ground state27 see Fig. 4 we see that the two lines
quickly converge with increasing cluster size. Taking the to-
tal energy difference between the two cluster classes and
fitting with a power law provides a rough prediction as to the
relative stability of each cluster type with further increase in
size. This approximate extrapolation indicates that the lowest
energy FC clusters will become the energetic global ground
states for cluster SiO2N sizes N26. Unfortunately, limits
on the increasing unreliability of available interatomic poten-
tials with respect to DFT for this size range,30 together with
the exponentially increasing size of the cluster isomer search
space, mean that we currently are unable to reliably test this
prediction directly. As a demonstration of the former prob-
lem we show in Fig. 5 the relative total energies of three FC
clusters 4–1, 4–2, and 4–3 containing 90 atoms i.e., com-
position Si30O60 as computed by three commonly used in-
teratomic potentials BKS,31 TTAM,32 and FB18 with re-
spect to that calculated using DFT. We first note that the FC
Si30O60 clusters in Fig. 5 are not predicted to be particularly
energetically stable isomers with respect to DFT but rather
are presented as an illustrative case study. For each inter-
atomic potential we can see that the energetic ordering as
predicted by DFT is not recovered. For the BKS and TTAM
potentials, cluster 4–2 is predicted to be more stable than
cluster 4–1 by 0.09–0.1 eV /SiO2 while cluster 4–3
appears to be particularly unstable for these potentials
0.24–0.28 eV /SiO2 less stable. Conversely, for the FB po-
tential, which was specifically parametrized for silica
nanoclusters,18 cluster 4–1 is, correctly, slightly lower in en-
ergy than cluster 4–2. However, in this case the cluster 4–3
is predicted to be significantly lower in energy than 4–1 by
0.084 eV /SiO2, at odds with the DFT computed stability
order. This divergence between the predictions of interatomic
potentials essential for rapid evaluation of cluster energies
in the MCGS algorithm and DFT is present at all cluster
sizes but can be accommodated for as long as one accurately
evaluates e.g., via energy minimization using DFT a suffi-
ciently large subset of clusters resulting from the MCGS in
order to establish the ground state. Although for smaller clus-
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FIG. 2. Color online Structures, symmetries, and total energies
eV /SiO2 of lowest energy SiO218 FC nanoclusters 2–1 to 2–7
relative to the ground state GS.
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ter sizes this is practicable, for moderately large clusters this
problem appears to be particularly acute. Probable reasons
for this problem include the massive increase in the number
of isomer possibilities for larger cluster sizes possibly al-
lowing for more diverse structures and more opportunity for
spurious low-energy clusters and the mismatch between the
potential parametrization bulk or small nanocluster and the
system size being probed.
Based upon our results for SiO2N clusters for N
=12–24, which strongly suggest that FC systems eventually
dominate the low-energy landscape of nanosilica, it is inter-
esting to enquire what the driving force for this transition
could be. For all studied sizes the FC clusters exhibit numer-
ous local surface reconstructions consisting of variable num-
bers of Si2O2 two-rings. For the largest size considered we
see that the terminated SiO224 ground state has two sil-
anone Si=O terminations and one two-ring whereas the
lowest energy FC SiO224 disk isomer has six two-rings.
Recent DFT calculations of larger nonglobally optimized
compressed nanoslabs of 36 to 48 SiO2 units have also ob-
served a competition between silanones and two-rings as
surface-energy-reducing mechanisms, noting also that their
formation is largely determined by the local bonding
environment.33 As the reaction between two separated sil-
anones to make a FC two-ring is an energetically favorable
barrierless process,34 depending on the constraints of the
bonding topology of the cluster we would expect all silanone
terminations to eventually lose out to FC two-rings. Experi-
mentally it is known that two-rings form on annealed thin
amorphous silica films35 and previously we have demon-
strated the size dependency of the transition from two Si
=O defects to a two-ring in a model nanochain-to-nanoring
system.36 In this system we also noted a transition in the
electronic structure, whereby, when the energy of two-ring
formation was lower than that of having silanone termina-
tions, the electronic energy gap in the system also became
larger. We note that in the present case the calculated energy
gap of the SiO224 disk is 0.23 eV higher than the silanone
terminated SiO224 ground state 6.16 eV versus 5.93 eV,
respectively indicating a greater electronic stability for the
FC structure. Although the stability of an isolated terminal
silanone is expected to be relatively constant, the strain in a
closed two-ring is known to be significantly affected by its
local bonded environment.37 This is clearly seen by compar-
ing the FC SiO224 isomers 3–2, 3–3, and 3–5, which all
have seven two-rings but different energies. We also note
that the lowest energy FC disk 3–1 in Fig. 3 has the lowest
number of two-rings in the set of SiO224 FC isomers. This
suggests that with increasing size low-energy FC topologies
will employ proportionally fewer and fewer strained two-
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rings to achieve a particular FC topology. Examining the
ratio of two-rings to single Si-O-Si bonds in the lowest en-
ergy FC isomers with increasing size we indeed observe such
a trend 0.6 for SiO212, 0.25 for SiO218, and 0.17 for
SiO224. With increasing size we expect that generally the
internal bonded strain will gradually reduce further energeti-
cally favoring FC geometries. In Fig. 4 the average O-Si-O
angle a measure of tetrahedral strain is also plotted with
respect to the optimal unstrained value of 109.47° for the
lowest energy FC clusters showing also the internal bonding
strain reduces with increasing cluster size.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, in low-energy nanosilica systems we show
that FC SiO2N nanoclusters become increasingly energeti-
cally competitive with known defective ground states with
increasing size and are likely ground-state candidates for N
26. The defective-to-FC crossover is found to be topologi-
cally complex and quite unlike that for three-connected
nanosystems i.e., not cagelike. We speculate that such size-
dependent crossovers are likely to be exhibited in many di-
rectionally bonded nanosystems e.g., GaAs and, due to the
characteristic topologies of FC over defective nanosystems,
to be accompanied by significant and potentially useful
changes in chemical and physical properties.
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